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Heritage Preservation Education: Teachers’ 
Preconceptions and Teachers Implementation in Visual 
Arts Classes 

Robert Potočnik1 

• In Slovenia, teachers of the school subject visual arts (implemented at the 
primary level by primary school teachers and at secondary level by fine 
visual arts teachers) play a significant role in planning and implementing 
visual arts tasks with preservation concepts. With these activities, they can 
raise awareness of cultural heritage meaning, strengthening the nation’s 
cultural identity. Pupils should develop into active and responsible citi-
zens who are able to understand heritage problems in general and express 
their sensitivity and respect for their cultural heritage and its preservation. 
The main purpose of this paper is to identify the teachers’ preconceptions 
about the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside and 
the implementation of heritage preservation concepts in visual arts teach-
ing. Altogether, 125 teachers from Slovenia participated in this study. The 
research revealed the teachers’ preconceptions regarding some problems 
in the Slovenian countryside, as well as sufficient awareness of the impor-
tance of the implementation in heritage preservation concepts in visual 
arts activities, according to contemporary professional guidelines. Teach-
ers’ preconceptions reveal a lack of some basic knowledge of preservation 
concepts, which lead us to compare the results with the current guidelines. 
It can be concluded that greater emphasis should be placed on develop-
ing training programmes for teachers with specific preservation concepts 
and didactic materials for students in the field of preservation education 
with the aim of developing the students’ positive and responsible attitudes 
to those problems. More heritage preservation education content should 
be incorporated into pre- and in-service teachers’ education, and teachers 
should develop competences to implement these topics into their teaching.

 Keywords: visual arts education, heritage preservation education, 
preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside, teacher’s 
preconceptions and implementation
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Ozaveščanje o skrbi za kulturno dediščino: učiteljevo 
razumevanje in implementacija pri pouku likovne 
dejavnosti

Robert Potočnik

• Učitelji pouka likovne dejavnosti v osnovni šoli v Sloveniji (na razre-
dni stopnji učitelji razrednega pouka in na predmetni stopnji likovni 
pedagogi) igrajo pomembno vlogo pri načrtovanju in izvajanju likovnih 
nalog z vsebinami skrbi za kulturno dediščino. S temi dejavnostmi lahko 
ozaveščajo o pomenu kulturne dediščine in krepijo nacionalno kultur-
no identiteto. Učence bi morali usmerjati, da v prihodnosti postanejo 
aktivni in odgovorni državljani, ki so sposobni razumeti težave ter izra-
žati svojo občutljivost in spoštovanje do kulturne dediščine pa tudi skrbi 
zanjo. Glavni namen prispevka je ugotoviti učiteljevo razumevanje po-
sebnosti skrbi za arhitekturno dediščino na slovenskem podeželju in im-
plementacijo teh vsebin pri pouku likovne dejavnosti v osnovni šoli. V 
raziskavi je sodelovalo 125 slovenskih učiteljev. Poudarjena so nekatera 
razumevanja glede težav s skrbjo za kulturno dediščino na slovenskem 
podeželju pa tudi zadostno zavedanje pomena implementacije proble-
matike skrbi za kulturno dediščino v okviru likovnih dejavnosti skladno 
s sodobnimi smernicami. Večji poudarek je treba nameniti usposablja-
nju učiteljev o skrbi za kulturno dediščino ter oblikovanju didaktičnih 
gradiv s ciljem ozaveščanja učencev o pozitivnem in odgovornem odno-
su do skrbi za kulturno dediščino. Več vsebin o skrbi za kulturno dedi-
ščino je treba vključiti tudi v izobraževanje bodočih učiteljev in učiteljev 
v praksi s ciljem razvijanja kompetenc za vključevanje omenjene proble-
matike v njihovo poučevanje.

 Ključne besede: pouk likovne dejavnosti, ozaveščanje o skrbi za kul-
turno dediščino, skrb za arhitekturno dediščino slovenskega podeželja, 
učiteljevo razumevanje in implementacija vsebin
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Introduction

Organisations such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Centre for the Study of 
the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) and others 
raise the awareness of pupils of the importance of the care of cultural herit-
age through their programmes (Aslan & Ardemagni, 2006; Potočnik, 2018). 
To encourage pupils’ participation and involvement, a comprehensive herit-
age preservation education programme should be established, beginning with 
primary school pupils (ICOMOS, 1987). The American National Council for 
Preservation Education (1987) launched guidelines for the inclusion of content 
about the preservation of cultural heritage in primary and secondary schools. 
The Slovenian National Programme for Culture (2013) states that the contents 
on heritage preservation need to be incorporated into all levels of the education 
system. For visual arts education, some specific learning goals for the integra-
tion of the contents of preservation education were designed, in accordance 
with the national curriculum for visual arts education (Potočnik, 2018). In the 
national visual art curriculum (Kocjančič, 2011), particular attention is devoted 
to preservation concerns regarding cultural heritage, which considers three 
main aspects: architecture heritage, landscape heritage, and fine art heritage – 
mostly paintings and sculptures. 

In the present study, visual arts teachers were asked to present their views 
some specific problems consigning the preservation of architecture in the Slo-
venian countryside and the implementation of heritage preservation concepts 
(which includes architectural, landscape and fine arts aspects) in visual arts 
teaching. In recent times, the Slovenian countryside has undergone a consider-
able change. Identified by researchers, architectural heritage has been inappro-
priately renovated or replaced by contemporary architecture, which does not 
take into account the existing architectural heritage; furthermore, it degrades 
the identity of the Slovenian countryside (Deu, 2009). Experts emphasise that 
the key lies in education – to date, not enough attention has been paid in the 
Slovenian school environment to the preservation of architecture in the Slove-
nian countryside or preservation education in general (Černivec, 2010; Tomšič 
Amon, 2013). The present research is therefore focused on recognising teachers’ 
preconceptions consigning the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside and the implementation of heritage preservation concepts (which 
include architectural, landscape, and fine arts aspects) in visual arts teaching, 
which leads us to compare the results with the current guidelines of preserva-
tion education (Potočnik, 2018). 
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Theoretical Background

Comparison between the situation in Slovenia and abroad
In the Slovenian primary school education system, visual arts educa-

tion develops an understanding of visual culture, which includes recognising 
and understanding problems in the environment and considering care for the 
cultural heritage. Visual arts activities on the primary level (pupils from 6 to 
10 years of age) are implemented by primary school teachers, pupils from 11 to 
14 years of age are taught by the visual art teachers. Through visual arts experi-
ence, pupils can raise awareness and build responsible attitudes in the context 
of recognising the specific needs of the cultural identity in the Slovenian coun-
tryside (Potočnik, 2017a). Visual arts education remains a fundamental subject 
for raising awareness among pupils about the professions that are responsible 
for heritage preservation (Potočnik, 2018). 

 Concepts of heritage preservation education can be found in the visual 
arts curricula of other countries. Finland’s national curriculum emphasises 
learning about the specifics of architectural heritage and cultural landscape 
(National core curriculum for basic education, 2004). In the Italian curriculum 
for the pre-school period and the first five grades of primary school (Indica-Indica-
zioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’ infanzia e del primo ciclo d’i-
struzione, 2012), much attention is devoted to the creation of appropriate and 
critical attitudes to cultural heritage with the aim of recognising and respecting 
it. However, there is no independent school subject designed for this purpose 
in any nation’s school curriculum (Estepa Gimenez, Ruiz, & Ferreras Listan, 
2008). Research (Thornton, 2008) has shown that the contents of heritage pres-
ervation education can be reasonably incorporated into various subjects (social 
sciences, history, national and foreign languages, fine art, music, natural sci-
ences, and mathematics). Research (Estepa Gimenez, Ruiz, & Ferreras Listan, 
2008) conducted among primary and secondary school teachers regarding the 
inclusion of problems of heritage preservation education shows that teachers 
who overcome predominating tendencies in thinking and the obstacles associ-
ated with concepts consider teacher training to be the key element in doing so. 

The school curriculum in some countries has changed through having 
local cultural heritage embedded within it (Kokko & Räisänen, 2019; Martínez 
Rodríguez & Fontal Merillas, 2020), while simultaneously accommodating 
many other aspects of the subjects, such as visual arts or science (Angel, Eck-
ford, & Lowery, 2017). An analysis of textbooks in the Slovenian educational 
system has shown that local cultural heritage is poorly or insufficiently repre-
sented (Kukanja & Gabrijelčič, 2008). Potočnik (2017) concluded that primary 
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school teachers and fine art teachers are favourably inclined towards content 
related to heritage preservation education; however, they very rarely include 
this content in their visual arts classes. Other than presenting forms of different 
kinds of cultural heritage, teachers often do not provide information on suit-
able and unsuitable interventions in architectural heritage or cultural landscape 
(Gaskell & Owen, 2005) or on original materials and their uniqueness (Stanley-
Price & King, 2009), or on professional services (conservators), on legislation, 
and on the obligations and rights to cultural heritage (Jokilehto, 2005). 

Opportunities for heritage preservation education in Slovenian 
primary schools today
Heritage preservation education concepts for primary school visual arts 

activities in Slovenia can be presented through recommended content designed 
to combine the goals of the national visual arts curriculum and the cotempo-
rary guidelines of preservation education contents (Potočnik, 2018). In the first 
three-year period of primary school (pupils aged 6 to 8-years), teachers provide 
information on cultural heritage, present the differences between natural and 
cultural heritage, natural and cultural landscape and immoveable and moveable 
heritage. In architecture, teachers can teach pupils about the first homes (caves) 
as the first original type of natural shelter, the first buildings and construction 
materials: soil (clay), wood, stone, straw, baked clay (bricks) (Juvanec, 2006). 
In this period, teachers should guide pupils to observe their local area and to 
find local examples of architectural heritage (e.g., in churches, chapels, city 
squares, homes). In particular, teachers should focus the attention of pupils to 
observing deteriorating architectural heritage and recognising the importance 
of a responsible attitude of both the owner and society as a whole towards it 
and finding simple solutions for the re-use of a particular architectural heritage 
unit. By introducing pupils to the origins of various materials and to various 
simple application methods, teachers raise awareness in their pupils about the 
different materials used in architecture preservation. By teaching them about 
the transience of such materials, pupils are taught about the importance of their 
preservation. During the first three-year period, pupils should visit various in-
stitutions in charge of the preservation of cultural heritage and learn the basics 
of heritage concern through various didactic aids. 

During the second three-year period of primary school (pupils aged 9 
to 11 years) (Potočnik, 2018), teachers can shed light on man-made visual arts 
creations and provide an in-depth insight into materials, preparation, creation 
methods, and types of uses. In architecture, pupils learn about the development 
of space in a house (homestead), in rural and urban environments (Juvanec, 
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2006). In this period, teachers encourage pupils to make in-depth comparisons 
between traditional and contemporary architectural materials, identify oppor-
tunities and basic differences enabled by both groups of materials. Pupils should 
visit institutions in charge of the preservation of cultural heritage and become 
familiar with the following professions: conservator-restorer, conservator-ar-
chitect, conservator-landscape architect, and related professions. By creating 
a visual arts work from traditional materials, they become familiar with them 
and thus develop a sense of responsibility towards architectural preservation. 

In the third three-year period of primary school (pupils aged 12 to 14 
years) (Potočnik, 2018), teachers can shed light on conservation practices both 
locally and abroad (Dvořák, 1916; Jokilehto, 1999). By applying contemporary 
visual arts practices (performances, textual art, landscape art, installations, 
etc.), pupils can learn about the preservation of architectural heritage. In ar-
chitecture, pupils are taught to distinguish between secular (rural, town/city 
and market-town buildings) and sacred (churches, chapels, plague columns) 
and secular-sacred (monasteries, presbyteries) heritage; they can distinguish 
between various types of use: residential or non-residential, changes to the 
intended use of a facility, describe roofs, builders’ joinery, materials, details, 
and other features used in architectural heritage and compare them to con-
temporary architecture. Pupils can also become familiar with various cultural 
landscapes and their distinct architectural heritage, significant differences and 
specific origins (such as the Bovec House, the Carinthian House, etc.). They 
use photographs to identify new buildings that match the identity of a spe-
cific example of the Slovenian countryside and to describe their characteristics. 
Teachers can also encourage pupils to observe appropriate and inappropriate 
interventions in architectural heritage both locally and elsewhere (materials 
used in restoration procedures, the stylistic configuration of details, increas-
ing apertures, replacing builders’ joinery, colours of the façades, additions to 
facilities, size of facilities, the impact of architecture on the environment sub-
ject to existing architecture or distinct cultural landscape, etc.). Illustrations 
of architectural heritage allow pupils to identify man-adapted measures and 
ratios (symmetry, rhythm, the Golden Ratio). Photographs of the Sloveni-
an countryside can serve to compare new buildings that match the existing 
identity of the cultural landscape and establish inappropriate characteristics 
of new buildings (such as oversized dimensions, imbalanced aperture ratios, 
inappropriate façade paint, decorative memorials, materials, etc.). In terms of 
visual arts tasks, they can plan changes to the existing local architecture: re-
constructing existing single-family houses (‘cubes’) into buildings that match 
the identity of the Slovenian countryside or urban environment (Ivanič, 2012), 
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renovating architectural heritage in compliance with contemporary needs, ex-
ploring changes to the landscape and architecture by utilising past resources 
and by documenting the current state. During regular classes, elective subjects, 
on cultural and technical days, in visual arts afternoon class, and similar., pupils 
should visit institutions in charge of cultural heritage preservation. They should 
also become familiar with secondary school and tertiary study programmes for 
professions engaged in cultural heritage preservation. 

In order to unify the understanding of concepts regarding the preserva-
tion of architecture in the Slovenian countryside used in this paper, we present, 
in brief, the primary problems. The Slovenian countryside is distinguished by 
its transformed natural features and in the historical development of a network 
of characteristically built structures, consisting of smaller settlements and a dif-
ferent number of independently standing buildings (Deu, 2004). The common 
rural identity architecture (functional architecture adapted to natural condi-
tions, way of life, cultural influence) is nowadays drowning in a flood of pan-
Slovenian and pan-European urban and building features. New buildings are 
not taking into account the identity of existing built structures, nor the urban 
and architectural traditions of local construction. (Deu, 2009). National build-
ing legislation takes into account the directions of the sustainable development 
of Slovenian rural areas and the protection of the cultural diversity of the area. 
However, unfortunately, the lack of control over construction regulations, inef-
ficient punishment of offenders, lack of qualified experts and low awareness 
among the population (low level of culture of living) results in the erosion of 
the identity of the Slovenian countryside (Deu, 2004, 2009). The main issues of 
interventions in the Slovenian countryside architectural heritage can generally 
be defined: firstly, by a lack of knowledge (Deu, 2004, 2009) or the purposeful 
neglect by the owner (Fakin Bajec, 2011). Improper intervention can be made in 
residential heritage countryside housing by overextending it (by adding extra 
spaces or floors), inappropriate reduction of or extra doors and windows or 
similar, which ultimately lead to a less harmonic appearance (Deu, 2009). Prob-
lems in the Slovenian countryside from contemporary architecture are mostly 
large-scale residential buildings with different shapes, unusual colour of tiles, 
facades, interspersed with balustrades and other decorative adornments, which 
stand out with their appearance, or universal prefabricated houses (Deu, 2004, 
2009; Ivanič, 2012).

Pre-service primary school teachers are not familiarised with contents 
about heritage preservation in general or architecture preservation directly. In-
directly, they can be informed about architecture and cultural heritage through 
the course visual arts, or some other social courses, such as society and the 
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environment or cultural heritage of the Slovenian people (Presentation book, 
primary school study programme, 2018). Pre-service visual arts teachers can 
select a course comprising contents about architecture in general (they design 
sketches, models, and draws plans for architecture and other) which does not 
include concepts of preservation heritage in general (Presentation book, visual 
arts study programme, 2018). The analysis of the pre-service teachers’ study 
programmes shows that pre-service teachers are not exposed to courses in 
which they can develop their knowledge about preservation.

Research problem and research question
The main purpose of the present paper is to identify the preconceptions 

of in-service teachers of visual arts education (implemented at the primary 
level by primary school teachers and at secondary level by visual arts teachers) 
about the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside and imple-
mentation of these issues in visual arts teaching. The identification of teachers’ 
preconceptions’ will aid in understanding their needs for improvement of pres-
ervation concepts in visual arts classes. 

In this study, we focused on the following research questions: 
1. Which preconceptions of in-service teachers about the preservation of 

architecture in the Slovenian countryside could lead to improvements in 
the inclusion of preservation education concepts in visual arts classes?

 2. Which preconceptions of preservation education about the implementa-
tion of these issues in visual arts activities could lead to improvements?

Method

In this study, a non-experimental and cross-sectional method was used. 
With the method of free association (Kris, 1992; Sato & James, 1999), primary 
school and visual arts teachers’ preconceptions about the preservation of archi-preconceptions about the preservation of archi- about the preservation of archi-preservation of archi-
tecture in the Slovenian countryside were determined. The method of content 
analysis (Busch, 2012) of teachers’ answers to open-ended questions was used 
for determining the significance of the implementation concern for the preser-preser-
vation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside, in fine art lessons.

Participants 

A random sample included 125 teachers, 77 (61.6%) of whom were pri-
mary school teachers, and 48 (38.4%) were fine art teachers at lower secondary 
school. Among the respondents, the average age was 42.9 years (SD = 9.1 years) 
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and ranged between 25 and 61 years. Visual arts activities from the 1st to the 5th 
grades at primary school (pupils from 6 to 10 years of age) are implemented 
by primary school teachers (graduates of a faculty of education, majoring in 
primary school education). The 6th to the 9th grades (pupils from 11 to 14 years 
of age) are taught by the visual arts teachers (graduates of a faculty of educa-
tion, majoring in visual arts education and graduates of an academy of fine arts 
majoring in painting or sculpture). 

Instrument

A paper-pencil instrument was used to determine teachers’ preconcepti-preconcepti-
ons. Four different photographs were used, which represent the main problems 
associated with the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside 
(Figure 1). Picture 1 represents the owner’s lack of knowledge (Deu, 2004, 2009) 
or purposeful neglect (Fakin Bajec, 2011) with improper intervention (in this 
case, upgrading the floor above the residential building). Picture 2 presents in-
appropriate contemporary architecture, represented by a large-scale residential 
building with different shapes, unusual colour of tiles, facade, interspersed with 
balustrades and other decorative adornments, which stand out in their appear-
ance (Deu, 2004, 2009). Picture 3 presents appropriate renovation of residen-
tial architecture in the countryside, which preserves the external identity, but 
inside includes all the necessary contemporary conditions of a modern home 
(Deu, 2004, 2009). Picture 4 represents a countryside area of Slovenia (Štanjel), 
which is protected as a cultural monument. It can be seen that the preservation 
of the architectural identity is reflected through the unity or contrasts of the 
buildings with their size, colour or other features. (Potočnik, 2018).

Teachers were asked to write at least five words under each photo ‘what-
ever comes to their mind – expressing their thoughts, feelings, sensations, 
memories, wishes and others’ (Kris, 1992, p. 212). To determine more informa-
tion regarding the teachers’ preconceptions, an open-ended question: ‘What do 
you think about the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside 
in general?’ was used. To determine the significance of the implementation of 
this issue in fine art lessons, an open-ended question was used: ‘What do you 
think about the implementation of these issues into visual arts teaching?’
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Write at least five associations (words or sentences) into the space below each photograph, desc-
ribing the link between the photograph and the term ‘preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside’.

Picture 1 Picture 2

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

Picture 3 Picture 4

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

Please express your opinion in the space below. What do you think about the preservation of 
architecture in the Slovenian countryside in general?

____________________________________________________________________________

Please express your opinion in the space below. What do you think about the implementation of 
these issues into visual arts teaching?

____________________________________________________________________________

Figure 1: Questionnaire to determine preconceptions among primary and 
visual arts teachers about the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside and the implementation of these issues in visual arts teaching. 

Research design 

We determined teachers’ differences in preconceptions with the pa-
per-pencil instrument. The random sample included primary schools from 
all regional units of the Institute of Education of the Republic of Slovenia. 
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Headmasters were asked for consent before the survey was carried out. The 
questionnaires were sent by regular post. A return postage-paid envelope was 
also enclosed. Of the total 195 questionnaires sent to the teachers, we received 
125 (64%) completed, which is considered to be a good response (Babby, 1998). 

In the analysis of free associations, we selected a quantitative approach 
of content analyses (Sagadin, 1993). Transcriptions of responses were the basis 
for identifying the main categories, on which basis a coding scheme was devel-
oped. In the transcription, codes were identified according to the developed 
coding scheme and then categorised into specific categories. In each category, 
the answers were counted and numbered in tables. At the occurrence of a large 
number of preconceptions that had a low frequency but consisting of a more 
general (superior) association with high frequency, we combined the associa-
tions (Flogaitis & Angelidou, 2003). If the association appeared at least twice, 
we included it in the list. The differences in the relative frequencies of specific 
categories of associations between primary school teachers and fine art teachers 
were calculated.

To determine the information regarding teachers’ preconceptions 
among primary and visual arts teachers about the preservation of architecture 
in the Slovenian countryside and the implementation of these issues in visual 
arts teaching, open-ended questions were designed. In total, we received an-open-ended questions were designed. In total, we received an-
swers from 29 teachers (23.2% of all participants), of which 13 were primary 
school teachers (17.3%), and 16 were visual arts teachers (37.8%). All 29 respon-All 29 respon-
dents replied to both open-ended questions.

Results 

To determine teachers’ preconceptions about preservation of architectu-about preservation of architectu-
re in the Slovenian countryside, we fi rst of all used four diff erent photos (Pic-, we first of all used four different photos (Pic-
ture 1, 2, 3, 4) representing issues associated with the preservation (Figure 1). 
Teachers were asked to list a number of associations for each photo. We present 
the teachers’ preconceptions in Table 1. 
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Table 1
Primary school and visual arts teaches’ preconceptions about preservation of 
architecture in the Slovenian countryside

Primary 
School 
Teacher 

(77)*

Visual 
Arts 

Teacher 
(48)* Dif.

f f% f f% f%

Picture 1: Intervention in architectural heritage (Deu, 
2004, 2009).
(Photo: archive of Živa Deu)

Negative responses to intervention 127 165 95 198 33

Inconsistency, destruction (inadequate, inappropriate), poor aesthetic (ugly, disturbing, negligent), 
degradation (without identity, truncation), inspection (control, punishment, sanctions, illegal build-
ing) and similar.

Responses about preservation of architectural heritage in general 52 67 37 78 11

Renovation, adaptation, conservation, building heritage, degradation, monument protection and 
similar.

Picture 2: Contemporary architecture in the 
Slovenian countryside (Deu, 2004, 2009). 
(Photo: www.dnevnik.si)

Negative responses to the preservation of the Slovenian 
countryside 108 140 67 148 8

Unsuitable colour (aggressive, screaming, intrusive facade paint), disparity with the surroundings 
(landscape, existing architecture), outstanding/striking, poor legislation, inefficiency of professional 
services, sanctions, lack of taste, poor aesthetic, and others.

Positive or neutral responses to the contemporary residential 
building in the Slovenian countryside 24 31 11 23 8

Old - new / combination of old and new architecture, orderly, in accordance with the surroundings 
(landscape, existing architecture), beautiful house, and others.
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Picture 3: Intervention in architectural heritage (Deu, 
2004, 2009).

Positive responses to preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside 103 134 90 178 53

Renovated house, architectural heritage preservation, well-arranged / beautiful house, sample 
example of suitable intervention / aggregation of old and new / successful replacement of worn-
out materials with new ones that follow tradition, cooperation with experts, appropriate plaster and 
other.

General architectural associations 75 97 44 92 5

Old (rustic) house, house consistent with the landscape / environment, traditional construction (de-
sign, architecture), shutters, proportions, symmetry of the building (windows, entrance) and other.

Associations related to emotions and nostalgia 16 21 7 15 6

Hominess, warmth at home, family, tranquillity, memory of old times and other.

Picture 4: Preservation of architecture in the Slo-
venian countryside, which is protected as a cultural 
monument (Deu, 2004, 2009).
(Photo: www.gore-ljudje.net)

Associations related to the preservation of countryside and 
architecture 96 125 68 142 17

Preserving the appearance (initially, without modernisation, unity), coexistence with the environ-
ment / given geographical features / nature (coherence, connectivity), unity of construction and 
materials (stone, roof coverings, white facade), legislation (uniform construction, protection of the 
environment, control), typical architecture (traditional construction), architectural heritage (building 
heritage), renovation, architectural monument, settlement with recognisable identity, awareness of 
people, and others.

General associations of countryside and architecture 56 73 41 85 12

A compact, clustered village, village, square, landscape, urbanism, architecture, church, castle, walls, 
landscape architecture, and other.

Associations related to emotions and nostalgia 15 19 13 27 8

Nice, idyllic, peace, hominess, warmth and other.

Note. * = number of teachers that participated in research, f = number of concepts (associations) 
that teachers wrote under the specific photograph and fall into the same category, f% = relative 
frequencies of associations in specific category, Dif. = differences in relative frequencies of specific 
category of associations between primary school teachers and fine art teachers
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Intervention in architectural heritage 
(associations under Picture 1)

Negative response to intervention 
It can be summarised from Table 1 that visual arts teachers expressed 33% 

more associations in the category of negative responses to intervention in ar-
chitectural heritage (Picture 1) than the primary school teachers did. In general, 
teachers show critical attitudes towards inappropriate interventions and stated 
terms including ‘inconsistency’, ‘destruction (inadequate, inappropriate)’, poor 
aesthetic (ugly, disturbing, negligent), ‘degradation’ (without identity, trunca-
tion), ‘inspection’ (control, punishment, sanctions, illegal building) and others.

Responses about the preservation of architecture heritage in general
The second most commonly mentioned group represents the precon-

ceptions related to the response about the preservation of architecture heritage 
in general. Most frequently, we perceived terms such as ‘renovation’, ‘adaptation’, 
‘conservation’, ‘building heritage’, ‘degradation’, and ‘monument protection’. The 
differences between primary school teachers and visual arts teachers about us-
ing general architectural preconceptions of the preservation of cultural heritage 
are rather low; 11% more associations were listed by the visual arts teachers.

Considering presented guidelines for the inclusion of heritage educa-
tion concepts in visual arts activities (Potočnik, 2018) and results obtained by 
the analysis of teachers’ answers, it can be summarised that teachers could pay 
more attention to deepen their knowledge regarding concepts connected with 
traditional building materials and authenticity of preservation materials.  

Contemporary architecture in the Slovenian countryside 
(associations under Picture 2)

Negative responses to the preservation of the Slovenian countryside 
It can be summarised from Table 1 that teachers recognise issues regard-

ing a residential building in the countryside, which stands out with inappro-
priate dimensions and the colour of the facade. Most often, teachers indicated 
terms that reflected a negative response to the displayed architecture in the 
countryside. Differences between negative responses regarding the preserva-
tion of the Slovenian countryside are rather low: 8% more associations were 
listed by the visual arts teachers. Teachers most often reported associations 
under the presented photograph, which indicate unsuitable colour (aggressive, 
screaming, intrusive facade paint), disparity with the surroundings (landscape, 
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existing architecture), outstanding / striking, poor legislation, inefficiency of 
professional services, sanctions, lack of taste, poor aesthetic, and similar. 

Positive or neutral responses to the contemporary residential building 
in the Slovenian countryside 
In addition, teachers were positive or neutral to the photograph of a 

residential building in the countryside, which stands out with inappropriate 
dimensions and the colour of the facade. Differences in relative frequencies 
are higher by 8% among primary school teachers. Most often, they recorded 
associations such as ‘old-new / combination of old and new architecture’, ‘or-
derly’, ‘in accordance with the surroundings (landscape, existing architecture)’, 
‘beautiful house’ and similar. 

Taking into account the guidelines for the inclusion of heritage educa-
tion concepts in visual arts activities presented by Potočnik (2018), teachers 
should deepen their knowledge regarding concepts of the comparison of tra-
ditional architecture (adapted measures and ratios - symmetry, rhythm, the 
Golden Ratio, etc.) with some characteristics of new buildings, such as over-
sized dimensions, imbalanced aperture ratio, and similar features. 

Intervention in architectural heritage 
(associations under Picture 3)

Positive responses to preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside 
Table 1 summarises the concepts of teachers on the appropriate inter-

vention in the architectural heritage. Differences in relative frequencies be-
tween primary school teachers and visual arts teachers are highest (53%) in 
the recorded number of concepts (associations) in this study. Most often, the 
teachers listed terms such as ‘renovated house’, ‘architectural heritage preserva-
tion’, ‘well-arranged/beautiful house’, ‘example of suitable intervention / aggre-
gation of old and new/successful replacement of worn-out materials with new 
ones that follow tradition’, ‘cooperation with experts’, ‘appropriate plaster’ and 
similar. 

General architectural associations
According to associations appearing under Picture 3, we were able to 

determine a second category that contains general architectural preconcepti-preconcepti-
ons. Regarding the appearance of preconceptions, differences between primary 
school and visual arts teachers are rather low (5%). Teachers using terms like 
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‘old (rustic) house’, ‘house consistent with the landscape / environment’, ‘tradi-
tional construction (design, architecture)’, ‘shutters’, ‘proportions’, ‘symmetry of 
the building (windows, entrance)’ and similar. 

Associations related to emotions and nostalgia
We also perceived terms that describe preconceptions related to emo-preconceptions related to emo- related to emo-

tions and nostalgia, which caused us to determine a third category. Regard-
ing the appearance of preconceptions, differences between primary school and 
visual arts teachers are rather low (6%). Teachers used terms like ‘hominess’, 
‘warmth at home’, ‘family’, ‘tranquillity’, ‘memory of old times’ and similar.

As Potočnik (2018) suggested in his guidelines for the inclusion of her-
itage education concepts in visual arts activities, teachers should think about 
concepts of re-use of particular architectural heritage unit, preservation of ar-
chitectural heritage in compliance with contemporary needs and the possibili-
ties of professional services of preservation care.

Preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside, 
which is protected as a cultural monument 
(associations under Picture 4)

Associations related to the presented cultural countryside and the 
preservation of the architectural heritage
Table 1 summarises the associations of teachers on the preservation of 

the cultural landscape. Differences in relative frequencies (17%) were detected 
among fine art teachers. Most often, teachers mentioned the preconceptions 
that reflected the presented cultural landscape, concepts of preserving their ap-
pearance, coexistence with the environment, given geographical features, and 
unity in construction. 

General associations of countryside and architecture
In the following, we combined concepts describing the general precon-precon-

ceptions of the landscape and architecture, such as a compact, clustered settle- of the landscape and architecture, such as a compact, clustered settle-
ment, architectural heritage, etc., into an independent category. Among fine art 
teachers, we found 12% more differences in relative frequencies in comparison 
to primary school teachers. 

Associations related to emotions and nostalgia
The third category is represented by concepts related to emotions and 

nostalgia, such as beautiful, idyll, peace, hominess and warmth. Among visual 
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arts teachers, we found 8% more differences in relative frequencies in compari-
son to primary school teachers.

Summarising teachers’ aspects obtained by the instrument used in this 
study and considering guidelines for the inclusion of heritage education con-
cepts in visual arts activities (Potočnik, 2018), it can be concluded that teachers 
should also understand concepts of legislation, institutions in charge of con-
serving and protecting cultural heritage and become familiar with the follow-
ing professions: conservator-restorer, conservator-architect, conservator-land-
scape architect, etc.

The second part of the results deals with teachers’ preconceptions about 
the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside, determined by 
the two open-ended questions, ‘What do you think about the preservation of 
architecture in the Slovenian countryside in general?’ and ‘What do you think 
about the implementation of preservation heritage issues into visual arts teach-
ing?’ (Figure 1). Qualitative results obtained from the analysis of teachers’ re-
sponses (29 teachers (23.2% of all participants), of which 13 were primary school 
teachers (17.3%), and 16 were fine art teachers (37.8%)) are presented in Table 2 
and Table 3. 

Table 2
Preconceptions of primary school teachers and visual arts teachers on the open-
ended question about the implementation of preservation heritage issues into 
visual arts teaching

Primary School Teacher Visual Arts Teacher 

Causes / consequences / condition in general

–  We do not do enough for the architectural 
heritage of the Slovenian countryside of 
architecture in the Slovenian countryside in 
general.

–  Can we compare the cultural landscape in 
the countryside with us and in England – we 
are carrying out a ‘terror of heritage’.

–  Preservation of the architectural heritage is a 
great cost, so it is not accessible to everyone. 

–  Preserving the architectural heritage of the 
countryside is in a shameful state.

–  In the past (even today) countless old 
houses, farms and other buildings were 
destroyed. 

–  I support changes in the future of this issue 
in all levels of society. 

–  There is not much hope in Slovenian society 
for a better future concerning the issues of 
the preservation of cultural heritage – aware-
ness of people is too low. 
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Primary School Teacher Visual Arts Teacher 

Legislation issues

–  The system fails in achieving the visions of 
the preservation cultural landscape, starting 
from municipal levels.

–  The various institutions do not have sufficient 
controls (in the case of issuing building 
permits, utility permits, etc.).

–  State should introduce a state-owned 
property privatisation, for those who do not 
care for properties and sell to persons with 
responsible attitude. 

–  Already a lot of cultural heritage is protected 
(by law) – we should limit it, and for that be 
more responsible for its care. 

–  Destruction of cultural heritage should be 
penalised.

–  There are not enough funds from the state 
(institutions), so cultural heritage is not 
maintained, or it is destroyed. 

–  Construction of turnkey houses in the coun-
tryside (which do not follow the identity of 
the surrounding area) should be prohibited. 

Preconceptions about the preservation of the of architecture in 
the Slovenian countryside 

Causes, consequences, and condition 
It can be summarised from Table 2 that primary school teachers and 

visual arts teachers’ preconceptions about the preservation of architecture in 
the Slovenian countryside are similar. Both groups recorded negative condi-
tions in the countryside. Preconceptions include society not doing enough to 
face these problems in general, the awareness of people being low, and most of 
the damage has already been done. 

Legislation issues 
Statements between primary school teachers and visual arts teachers 

concerning legislation issues are more critical among primary school teachers. 
Regarding the poor condition of cultural heritage, primary school teachers see 
the reasons among preservation services which are inefficient, poor legislation 
and irresponsibility of owners. Visual arts teachers see problems in financing 
the preservation of the cultural heritage and insufficient legislation for con-
temporary architecture in the cultural landscape of the Slovenian countryside. 

However, the analysis of teachers’ answers to the second questions re-
garding general preconceptions about the preservation of architecture in the 
Slovenian countryside showed similar aspects as presented above. As suggested 
by Potočnik (2018), teachers should pay more attention to good practises from 
the pupils’ living environment: the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside and contemporary architecture’s specific origins.
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Table 3
Preconceptions of teachers to an open-ended question about the implementation 
of the preservation heritage issues into visual arts teaching

Primary School Teacher Visual Arts Teacher 

The role of the teacher

–  As an adult, gives students an example. 
–  Strengthens respect for the heritage and the 

elderly.
–  Sharing the awareness of caring for architec-

tural heritage.  
–  Plays an important role in raising the aware-

ness towards care of cultural heritage in all 
areas.

–  Encourages students to think that they need 
to protect, respect.

–  Raises awareness among students to learn 
about the problems of care for local architec-
tural heritage and wider.

Personal attitude

–  I am inclined to integrate contents.
–  I include content in classes.

–  We do not include enough contents in the 
lesson.

–  It is so important to include problems of 
architectural heritage.

Teacher training

–  We need additional training. –  We have sufficient knowledge to handle all 
content.

Role of media, family

–  The society / media / family teach children 
the wrong (material) values.

–  The role of the media is too weak (do not 
report enough on the problems).

Preserving national identity, human values 

/ –  Young people are strengthened in the 
awareness of their own values within the 
framework of the identity of the nation, so 
they will be able to gain an equal position 
within other nations.

–  With the care of cultural heritage (architec-
tural, countryside), we take care of affiliation 
/ value in our place.

–  With preservation of cultural heritage 
(architectural, countryside), we preserve the 
identity of the people.

–  We do not care enough about heritage 
(architectural, countryside); therefore, the 
identity of the people is lost.

–  We don’t take pride in belonging to our na-
tion – we take everything that is foreign, and 
we do not value our own. 

–  We manage to destroy everything that marks 
us as a nation (architecture, countryside). 

–  By preserving cultural heritage (architecture, 
countryside), we preserve human values.

–  We are burdened with material goods, dis-
playing prosperity, and everything that is old 
is considered to be humiliating, unworthy. 

–  Constant chasing after the new requires the 
destruction of the old.
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Preconceptions of teachers to an open-ended question about the 
implementation of preservation heritage issues into visual arts 
teaching

The role of the teacher 
It can be summarised from Table 3 that comparisons concerning teach-

ers’ role in preservation education are similar among primary school and visual 
arts teachers. Teachers play an important role in raising awareness about the 
preservation of cultural heritage among pupils. Teachers are examples.   

Personal attitude
Some teachers express personal statements about the inclusion of pres-

ervation topics in visual arts lessons. There are no differences in personal at-
titudes about the inclusion of preservation issues between primary school and 
visual arts teachers.

Teacher training
In the conceptions regarding teaching training, differences appeared. 

Primary school teachers expressed a need for training, but visual arts teachers 
stated that they have sufficient knowledge to handle all content.

The role of media and family
Primary school teachers spoke of the problems of society, which focuses 

on consumerism, and this has consequences among pupils. In contrast, visual 
arts teachers cited the problems of media, which do not sufficiently report the 
issues concerning the preservation of the architectural heritage of the Slovenian 
countryside.

Role of inclusion of contents - preserving national identity and human 
values
Only visual arts teachers expressed personal opinions of the significance 

of dealing with the preservation problems indirectly preserving national identi-
ty and human values. They stated that pupils’ knowledge of their roots can help 
them have an equal position among other nations, preserve the identity of our 
nation and similar. In contrast, visual arts teachers expressed that our national 
identity is lost among globalisation trends and the lack of a sense of belonging 
to the nation. Visual arts teachers also expressed conceptions that dealing with 
preservation issues can influence students’ attitudes concerning human values.    
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Discussion 

The first research question relates to the preconceptions of in-service te-
achers about the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian countryside could 
lead to improvements in inclusion preservation education concepts in visual arts 
classes. The research shows that teachers recognise inappropriate renovations of 
architectural heritage in the context of the preservation of the cultural heritage 
of the Slovenian countryside. Visual arts teachers expressed associations that 
are more negative. In general, teachers show critical attitudes towards inappro-
priate interventions in architectural heritage. The research also shows that vis-
ual arts teachers use professional terminology more often, but great differences 
are not detected. Teachers also reported a negative response to inappropriate 
contemporary architecture, which stands out in its dimensions and the colour 
of the facade. Differences between negative responses regarding the preserva-
tion of the cultural landscape among primary school and visual arts teachers 
are not great. The research also showed that positive or neutral responses to the 
inappropriate residential buildings in the Slovenian countryside are also stated 
by the teachers. 

Deu concluded (Petančič, 2011) that the Slovenian culture of living is 
at a very low level: the general population is environmentally urbanistic and 
architecturally very uneducated, which can also be seen among conceptions 
detected in this study. 

Teachers responded positively to the preservation of architectural herit-
age (associations under Picture 3). In this study, the biggest differences in the 
number of associations were detected among visual arts teachers, regarding 
positive responses to the proper preservation of the architectural heritage. Dif-
ferences among participants regarding using general vocabulary are not detect-
able. The displayed images of the proper preservation of architectural heritage 
and cultural landscape resulted in a record of terms related to emotions and 
nostalgia between primary school and visual arts teachers. A romantic nos-
talgic attitude to cultural heritage is most common, perceived in the form of 
enthusiasm, usually accompanied by incompetence. This appears in the fields 
of education and tourism, as well as among Slovenia emigrates (Bogataj, 1992).

Teachers, in general, expressed support for the protection of the cultural 
heritage, especially when concerning the traditional appearance of the country-
side (architecture and countryside). Cultural heritage is perceived as a part of 
our identity. These findings are consistent with a report on heritage research in 
Ireland (Simpson, 2007), which showed that people’s cultural heritage is an im-
portant value that they wish to protect. It represents the identity of their nation, 
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and they are aware of the need for thoughtful preservation of the countryside 
where it is still possible to find architectural heritage typical of a particular area. 
Teachers are especially critical about the management of architectural heritage 
in rural areas or outside city centres, because it is not properly looked after by 
the owners. They are also critical of new buildings in rural areas that do not take 
the characteristics of traditional architecture into account and, therefore, spoil 
the cultural landscape. Research has confirmed the existence of these problems, 
and they have provided guidelines for their effective solutions (Deu, 2008; Fak-
in Bajec, 2011; Kalčič, 2003). In general, teachers are critical about the state of 
architectural heritage and its preservation, especially in the countryside. Liv-
ing in the countryside and life in the old farmhouse symbolised technologi-
cal backwardness and cultural underdevelopment; by improving their financial 
position and favourable credit policy in the 1970s, people began to build resi-
dential units that did not reflect the characteristic architectural features (Fakin 
Bajec, 2011). 

In addition, teachers are critical of the services responsible for preserva-
tion. In their opinion, they are not doing enough and are not credible because 
they quickly succumb to various pressures. Research in Slovenia shows that, in 
addition to poor and ineffective control over the implementation of planned 
interventions and the same ineffective punishment, significant reasons are also 
the absence of qualified experts and the low awareness of preservation prob-
lems among the population (Deu, 2008). 

The need for teachers’ improvements of inclusion preservation educati-improvements of inclusion preservation educati-
on concepts in visual arts classes should be focused on acquiring knowledge of 
concepts connected with traditional building materials and the authenticity of 
preservation materials, differences between contemporary and heritage build-
ings, focusing in pupils’ local environment, re-use of contemporary architec-
ture, concepts of legislation and institutions in charge of protecting cultural 
heritage. 

The second research question deals with preconceptions of preservation 
education about the implementation of these issues in visual arts activities and 
could lead to improvements. 

It can be concluded that teachers, according to their preconceptions, 
play a significant role in raising awareness about the preservation education 
among pupils; this means that a teacher is an example for pupils’ experiences 
of caring about cultural heritage. Teachers with responsible and positive at-
titudes about the preservation of cultural heritage are examples to every pupil, 
spreading awareness of the possibilities of revitalising the existing architectural 
heritage in his setting and beyond, and directing the students to observe their 
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surroundings and recognise the needs and specificities of the local cultural her-
itage. Similar conclusions were obtained by Thornton (2008).

Taking into account teachers’ preconceptions about the application of 
the preservation education into the fine art classes, primary school teachers 
expressed the need for additional training (Table 3). The need for improvement 
of primary school teachers’ knowledge regarding preservation education has 
already been illustrated in the study by Potočnik, in which it was concluded 
that primary school teachers need additional help to incorporate preservation 
content into their teaching within the visual arts curriculum (Potočnik, 2017a). 
Visual arts teachers expressed that they are sufficiently competent for imple-
menting these contents into their teaching, but primary school teachers would 
need more in-service education (Potočnik, 2017a). Primary school teachers are 
seeking educational resources that would help them deal with the problems 
the preservation of cultural heritage with concrete examples of visual arts tasks 
(Potočnik, 2017). The general (Simpson, 2007) as well as the professional public 
(Aslan, 2006; DeTroyer, 2005) support the idea of dealing with the contents of 
protection of cultural heritage in class. Research shows that in different coun-
tries content related to cultural heritage appears in the visual arts curricula, 
which enables teachers to deal with the topics related to the protection of the 
cultural heritage (Taggart, 2004). Many education systems rely solely on pri-
mary school teachers, regarding the implementation of visual arts activities at 
the primary level of schooling (Bamford, 2009). Dealing with these issues in 
class is challenging; during education at university, such contents are limited; 
consequently, it is not surprising that primary school teachers lack the relevant 
knowledge and skills. Primary school teachers spoke about the problem of 
consumerism in society, which has consequences for pupils. In contrast, visual 
arts teachers cited the problems of media, which do not sufficiently report the 
problems concerning the preservation of cultural heritage (architecture, coun-
tryside). Only visual arts teachers expressed conceptions of the significance of 
dealing with the preservation of the cultural heritage (architecture, country-
side): preserving national identity and human values. Teachers wrote that pu-
pils’ knowledge of their roots can help them to have an equal position among 
other nations, preserve the identity of our nation and similar. 

In contrast, teachers expressed that Slovenia’s national identity is being 
lost within globalisation trends and lacking in belonging to the nation. Visual 
arts teachers also expressed conceptions that dealing with preservation issues 
can influence a pupil’s attitude concerning human values. As Potočnik (2018) 
suggested in his guidelines for the inclusion of heritage education, concepts 
in visual arts activities teachers could pay more attention to deepen their 
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knowledge regarding concepts of legislation, institutions in charge of cultural 
heritage preservation and become familiar with the following professions: con-
servator-restorer, conservator-architect, conservator-landscape architect, etc.

Conclusion

Both primary school teachers and visual arts teachers recognise the 
main interventions concerning the preservation of architecture in the Slovenian 
countryside. Teachers’ agree that preservation issues are relevant and that such 
contents are needed in the school system (Potočnik, 2017a). Teachers should 
start from the contents in the curriculum, but when implementing visual arts 
tasks, they should also include topics concerning the preservation education. 
With the systematic promotion of critical thinking, permanently raising aware-
ness in pupils about heritage preservation at all stages of the educational pro-
cess and with planning and implementing visual arts tasks with such contents, 
teachers can affect the pupils’ positive attitude towards cultural heritage preser-
vation (Potočnik, 2018). The research has shown that primary school teachers 
expressed a need for training. Discussing the contents of cultural heritage, its 
preservation can result in the formation of social harmonies, the creation of 
innovations, incentives to political cooperation and development, as well as the 
exchange of ideas and experience (Alkateb, 2013). 

According to the conclusions, some applications for the education pro-
cess can be suggested. By dealing with the contents of heritage preservation edu-
cation in visual arts classes and by raising awareness of its meaning, teachers 
should attempt to value and evaluate the different influences on cultural heritage 
with pupils. The fact remains that the in-service teachers of visual arts education 
are left to themselves, according to their abilities, experiences, and beliefs, to 
choose the issues regarding the preservation education, from rarely accessible 
literature. The experts of education, and architecture and landscape conserva-
tion need to formulate didactic materials for the inclusive issues of preservation 
education, according to the pupil’s development level. More research should be 
developed in the nature of pupils’ understanding of heritage education (level of 
understanding according to their development, influences of visual culture of 
perception of space and similar). Particular attention should be given to devel-
oping didactic materials for interdisciplinary approaches with other educational 
subjects at primary level (Pavlin, Vaupotič, & Čepič, 2013; Potočnik & Devetak, 
2018). More problems regarding the preservation education should be incor-
porated into pre-service primary and visual arts teachers’ education to develop 
competences to implement these topics into their teaching.
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Some limitations of this study can also be identified, such as the teach-
ers’ low response rate to the open-ended questions, so a different type of in-
strument (e.g., multiple-choice questions) could be applied in future research. 
Open-ended questions require additional effort from the responder. Through 
the first question, we were more focused to identify their responses in con-
text of knowledge about issues considering preservation of architecture in the 
Slovenian countryside. In contrast, participants should present their opinion 
about these issues answering the second and third questions. Teachers anticipa-
ted that they expressed their opinion answering the first question, so they were 
less motivated to write the answers to these questions. There are no data about 
what heritage preservation professionals’ opinions are about the inclusion of 
preservation issues into the educational system, so these issues could be ad-
dressed in future studies by applying in-depth interviews. It is also essential to 
emphasise that similar studies ought to be conducted with pre-service teachers, 
high school teachers, and kindergarten teachers so that a more in-depth picture 
of preservation education issues could be developed. 
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